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Faster

WHY RAFRAMPS
DROPDECK TRAILERS?

RAFRamps team has been looking for a solution 
to quickly load and unload goods and vehicles 
with the help of single person and without the 
need of winch or push system.

RAFRamps is a company with 20 years of experience 
in manufacturing material loading  equipments. 
Backed  by the engineering expertise and innovation, 
the team had manufactured body dropping trailer
which is powered by hydraulic mechanism and is  

Entire deck of the trailer lowers to 
ground level thus eliminating the 
need to pull with a winch, or push a 
payload up a ramp, also does not 
require forklift to load or unload the 
payload.

used to lower the entire deck of then trailer to 
ground level. 

Safer

Using hydraulic mechanism lower the 
entire deck of the trailer to ground 
level in 15 secs. This provides for 
faster, safer and more efficient loading 
of everything from construction and 
industrial equipment to vending 
machines and supplies.

RAFRamps dropdeck trailer does not requir the 
need to drive, pull, winch, or push a payload up 
or down a loading ramp thus making it faster, 
safer and more efficient to load many items like 
construction, low clearance vehicles, industrial 
equipments to vending machines and supplies



Load and unload equipment or vehicles with low under clearance 
and with non-tilting deck with the help of only one person.One Person

Operation

Watch loading videos @ www.bit.ly/RAFDropdeck

LOWER LOAD

LIFT

LESS SPACE

Lower entire deck to ground level Load the equipment or machinery

Lift to transport position

Compared to ramp trailers, Less Space is required to load/unload. 



We have standard and custom size drop deck trailers
based on clients needs and requirements.

Flexibility

Model

Capacity (kg)

Deck Width (m)

Deck Length (m)

Trailer Weight (kg)

Lift Mechanism

Axle

Wheel Size

Brakes

RAF-U 12

1500

1.82

2.74

1200

Hydraulic

Tandem

38

Electric

RAF-U 34

3000

1.82

2.74

1800

Hydraulic

Tandem

38

Electric

RAF-U 42

4000

Up to 4.2

Up to 5.7

Variable

Hydraulic

Tandem

38

Electric

Custom

7000

Up to 4.2

Up to 5.7

Variable

Hydraulic

Tandem

38

Electric

WHAT ARE THE USES OF 
RAFRAMPS DROPDECK TRAILER? 

Facilities Management Vending Facilities

Landscaping Construction



Loading without attaching a tow vehicle

Can load/unload without pull, winch, or push a payload

Accommodates low clearance vehicles/equipment

Accommodates multiple items

Requires less space to load

Does not require forklift to load (safer)
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RAFRamps
Dropdeck Simple Tilt Ramp Style

WHAT MAKES RAFRAMPS DROPDECK
BETTER THAN OTHER TYPES OF TRAILER?

Benefit

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Winch Battery Charger Spare Tire

Tail Gate Extended Side Rails



VISIT US AT

RAFRamps LLC

Al Ameen Engineering LLC

04 3336278

Ras Al Khor Rd

Po Box 33479

Dubai

 UAE

RAFRamps has 20 years of experience in servicing 
client and committed to providing the best service, 
parts, support and distribution in the region. Our 
commitment to your satisfaction is important.

Service
&

Support

www.raframps.com

CONTACT US AT


